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Feedback for the academic year 21-22 was taken and following suggestions were 

given by the respondents. 

Student’s feedback: (354) 

Students are most important stakeholders for any educational institute. We were very delighted to see that 

most of the students are completely satisfied with the current syllabus, course contents, teaching method, 

but students have made following remarks for college and syllabus. 

1. All the subjects are just fantastic, but the time of the sy is just a boring, but professor are very good 

in teaching. 

2. Best for everything ☺️, Excellent,  

3. I am glad I was a part of Lala Lajpatrai. Everything was so good, Will miss college life thank you to 

all the teachers for the support. 

4. I think the college is already performing very well so suggestions from my side 

5. It was great to learn 

6. It's very lengthy 

7. Just love it 

8. Lecture timing should be decrease little bit 

9. mcq should be considered while conducting exams 

10. Methods to help learn faster 

11. Overall experience was amazing 

12. PPTs for theory at least to be continued 

13. Reduction in syllabus 

14. Students are less productive in early morning lectures 

15. Students support the teacher that's good one 

16. Syllabuses should be in more easy language 

17. Teachers are good, very helpful. 

18. The new paper pattern should have some amount of mcq because it helps the students to focus 

more practically rather than mugging answers 

19. The Teachers were very supportive and they helped very much. 

20. You guys are best 
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Teacher’s Feedback (110) 

Some Teacher have given some suggestions for the overall improvement in the syllabus 

1. Need more of Software to using different techniques 

2. Depth is quite heavy for SY syllabus 

3. Flow of topics can be better. 

4. Practical sums on issue of shares should be included 

5. Should be more practical oriented 

6. Should include some project 

7. Some market project can be added 

8. Syllabus is good 

9. The flow of concepts and topics can be done better. Also old topics should be replaced with new 

updated topics based on current scenario. 

Alumni feedback (87) 

Alumni have shown their interest in contributing towards development of college through all possible 

means. 

 Already a nice College and well developed 

 Best College 

 Better teacher along with latest infrastructure 

 Development of college is awesome 

 Development of infrastructure is required 

 Everything is already good 

 Everything is perfect 

 Extension of library 

 Good environment 

 Guest lectures, trips 

 Have more cultural feats, Workshops, Events etc. 

 It was good experience I got in last 3 years in this collage 

 May increase more practical aspect 

 More of cultural activities are required 

 Should focus more on placements 

 Should start going to industrial visits again 

 The college can start many more courses which will help the college to reach great heights 

 The department was very supportive and friendly 

 The overall development of the college is excellent 

 Upgrading and growing is a part of nature and education, upgrading the teaching skills and the 

technique would be helpful for the students and the faculty..  
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Report on parent’s feedback 
Parents are always in touch with their wards. They get first-hand information about the 

college from students. So we feel that parent’s feedback is as important as that of the students. 

We are glad to have very positive feedback from parents. 

 

1. All of these things are very good and excellent for my child 

2. Bcom lecture should start from 8pm 

3. Bcom lectures should be conducted after 8.30 am 

4. Bcom lecture's should start from 8 o'clock 

5. "Do less functions in college" 

6. Everything is proper manage 

7. Friendly environment 

8. Good efforts by college 

9. I feel safe, the studies are going well because of professor 

10. keep the mcq of 35 marks in every paper 

11. Keep up the good work. 

12. My opinion is that teachers of Lala college is already performing their job very well so no 

suggestion from my side 

13. No. everything is great. My daughter talks about the way all teachers teach. 

14. Please schedule the lectures from 8am if you can. 

15. Special attention to each ward 

16. Teaching style is good and motivates us 

17. The college is absolutely great 

18. The students in TY this year haven't got the college campus exposure due to COVID, hence 

this year with the colleges becoming back to normal will be the real test for all. Hoping for the 

best with all confidence in the management 

19. To conduct online classes for students to attain class from home. 

20. Very satisfied and happy with college and management 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


